Bougatsa

55 kr.

With bougatsa the filling is wrapped in a characteristic way to
acquire the known square shape of the final product. Based on
tradition we present to you a wide variety of delicious
bougatsa.

Bougatsa crust

♦ Minced

veal, feta cheese and onions
cream cheese and peppers
♦ Authentic greek gyros (grilled pork),
potatoes and onions
♦ Authentic greek gyros (grilled chicken),
potatoes and onions
♦ Chicken,

Sweet
hazelnut
♦ Praline hazelnut and banana

♦ Feta

cheese
spinach, leeks and onions

♦ Spinach

♦ Greek

45 kr.

praline and strawberry
♦ Hazelnut praline and banana
♦ Hazelnut praline and rose
♦ White chocolate and vanilla
♦ Lemon cream
♦ Orange cream
♦ Black cherry
♦ Apple
♦ Halva (traditional greek desert)
♦ Loukoumi (traditional greek chewy candy)

feta cheese
spinach, leeks and onions
♦ Pepperoni, bacon, mushrooms, peppers,
tomatoes and gouda cheese
♦ Potato and onions
♦ Olive, tomato and peppers
♦ Fresh

Peinirli and pizza

An alternative option with great taste. Peinirli is a
traditional greek product based on a simple but tasty
breadish dough with a variety of toppings.

♦ Hazelnut

♦ Praline

37 kr.

Savory

Sweet

♦ Cream

Traditional Greek pie

In an effort to maintain Greek tradition we present to you
Greek pies manufactured using fresh ingredients of
excellent quality. This wide variety of ingredients
combined with the traditional crust allows for a unique
blend of flavors combined with irresistible aromas straight
from the oven.

cheese
and feta cheese
♦ Sausage and gouda cheese
♦ Cheese tomato and peppers
♦ Olives
♦ Potato and onions
♦ Pastourma (smoked beef), tomatoes
and kefalotyri cheese
♦ Adanon sausage (beef, spicy) and kefalotyri
cheese
♦ Minced beef and feta cheese

Savory

♦ Fresh

20 kr.

The crust of bougatsa is used unaltered for this product too.
With bougatsakia the opened crust is divided into equal pieces.
Then the desired filling is added into the base of each piece and
then rolled to form small triangles.
♦ Feta

flour, oil and soft phytate, high quality butter.

Kihi Pies

Bougatsakia

♦

Open with ham, gouda cheese,
bacon, peppers and tomato sauce

♦

Calzone with ham, gouda cheese,
bacon, peppers and tomato sauce

♦

Calzone with chicken, cream cheese
and peppers

50 kr.

55 kr.

